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TEASER ACT

FADE IN

INT.ZERO G’S HIDE OUT EVENING

RAP MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.In Zero G’s hideout, Zero G’s is

watching TV. On the TV was a news report, reporting the

break out of Zero G’s

NEWS REPORTER

There is no word on the escape of

gravity controlling criminal Zero

G’s since his escape from the Cage.

Zero G’s uses his powers to make the remote FLOAT in the air

and then he uses it to change the channel.The TV turns to a

commercial advertising vacation to Paris France. The add

shows a loving family waving at the screen while standing in

front of the Eiffel Tower.

ANNOUNCER (V.O)

Come to Paris France a prefect

place to visit.

Zero G’s then changes the channel with his remote.

The TV turns to an add adverting London England. The Add

shows Big Ben clock tower.

ANNOUNCER (V.O)

London England all Hail the Queen.

Zero G’s changed the channel again.

The TV shows an commercial for a Cruise line. The Commercial

shows the Cruise ship sailing through the ocean.

ANNOUNCER (V.O)

Come onto Royal World Cruise the

only Cruise that sails around the

world.

Zero G’s uses his powers to make the TV FLOAT up into the

air and drops it onto the floor causing the TV to CRASH onto

the floor. Zero G’s stand up from the chair.

ZERO G’S

(rapping)

I want to get out of here I want to

go everywhere to see the world to

get away from here but I am hiding

(MORE) (CONTINUED)
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ZERO G’S (cont’d)
from the law there is no place to

go I don’t now what to do now.

Zero G’s then got an idea.

ZERO G’S

(rapping )

With enough I’ll have all of the

places in only one place and it’s

going to be a peace of cake.

Zero G’s then FLOATS into the air. Zero G’s then uses his

powers to BREAK a hole in the ceiling.

ZERO G’S

(rapping)

Now I’m out of here so I can go

everywhere and no one shall stop

me.

Zero G’s FLOATS through the whole in the wall.

END OF TEASER ACT

FADE TO BLACK

ACT ONE

FADE IN

INT. EUCALYPCITY SEWERS DAYTIME

In the sewers of Eucalypcity the Koalas are walking through

the sewer water causing the water to SPLASH along the way.

Fluffy steps on a rat’s tail scaring it causing the rat to

SQUEAK and run off.

FLUFFY

(disgusted)

Uhh, this is totally hideous how

could a super villain like Shark

Bite hide out in this environment.

PAUL

(to Fluffy)

Suck it up Furious Fluffy Shark

Bite could be anywhere in the

sewer.

All of a sudden Shark Bite come out from the sewer water and

throws a punch right at Paul, but Paul blocks the punch and

does a judo throw on Shark Bite throwing him to the wall.

(CONTINUED)
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JAKE

Wow dude how do you do that?

BRUCE

(to Jake)

Powerful Paul always have super

hearing.

ACTION ROCK AND ROLL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.Shark Bite

throws a punch right at Paul, but Paul ducts the punch and

Bruce throws a powerful punch right at Shark Bite hitting

him causing all of his teeth to be knocked out of his mouth.

SHARK BITE

(mad)

You Koalas, you shall pay.

Shark Bite leaps right at the Koalas, Shark Bite does a claw

attack right at Jake, but Jake blocks the attack and twists

Shark Bite’s hand causing Shark Bite to kneel to the ground,

Jake then kicked Shark Bite in the face and then in the back

knocking Shark Bite to the water and locks his arm in an arm

lock.

MARTIN

Nice arm lock Jakey.

JAKE

Thanks looks like this new Koala

Que Do technique is paying off.

Shark Bite pushes Jake off of him and Jake SPLASHES into the

water. Shark Bite leaps up and swings hit tail right at

Martin. Martin gets hit by the tail swing slamming him into

the wall. Bruce and Fluffy both punches Shark Bite in the

face causing him to slide 7 feet across the sewer SKIMMING

the water along the way. Shark Bite leaps into the sewer

water and ROCKETS right towards the Koalas.

MARTIN

We know we can still see him.

PAUL

Oh yeah we can.

Paul does a powerful axe kick right at Shark Bite while he

is in the water hitting him, but Shark Bite leaps out from

the water and bite Paul’s leg. Martin FIRES a LASER from his

glasses right at Shark Bite hitting him causing him to let

go of Paul’s leg.

(CONTINUED)
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SHARK BITE

(mad)

Hey that hurt.

MARTIN

I know you’re a bad guy it suppose

to hurt.

Shark Bite throws a punch right at Martin, but Martin blocks

the punch and does a counter punch right at him and then a

kicks in the face.

PAUL

Let’s finish this Koalas.

Shark Bite rushes right at the Koalas, the Koalas all slide

under Shark Bite and get up from behind him and all do back

kicks right at him. Bruce FIRES his grappling hook right at

Shark Bite wrapping the rope around him.

The Koalas all do flying jump kicks right at Shark Bite

hitting him causing him to be knocked out and SPLASH into

the water.

PAUL

(smiles)

Koalas together.

THE OTHER KOALAS

(smiles)

We never Surrender.

Shark Bite struggles to pick himself up from the ground but

collapsed on the ground again.

CUT TO

INT. CRIME FIGHTING KARATE KOALA BEARS’ TREEHOUSE LIVING

ROOM.

MELLOW CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.Back at the Koalas’

treehouse Rose was sweeping the floors and Lila was doing

the dusting.

ROSE MCSCOTT

Thank you for helping me with the

cleaning Lila.

Lila picks up a picture of Rose and Sensei X from the shelf.

(CONTINUED)
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LILA X

Hey Rose is this a picture of you

and my grandfather?

ROSE MCSCOTT

Oh yes it is my graduation was so

special to me, your grandfather

awarded me with the golden belt

award.

Lila X places the picture back onto the shelf. Lila X the

picks up a picture of young Rose McScott and her parents.

LILA X

Um Rose who are these people in

this picture?

Rose comes up to Lila. Lila gives the picture to Rose.

CLOSE UP: PICTURE OF YOUNG ROSE AND HER PARENTS.

ROSE MCSCOTT (O.S)

In this picture was me my mother

and father before the incident.

LILA X(O.S)

What incident?

ROSE MCSCOTT

I fall overboard while I was on a

cruise ship in the pacific.

CUT TO

EXT. EUCALYPCITY STREETS DAYTIME.

The Koalas come out from the man hole and onto the streets.

Bruce pushes the man hole cover back onto the hole into the

sewers.

FLUFFY

I want to go home now I want to

take a long shower.

Suddenly Paul’s ears starts to WIGGLE and looks up to the

sky.

PAUL

We can do that later Furious Fluffy

but now I hear something from the

sky.

(CONTINUED)
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All of the other Koalas look up and see a floating island in

the sky.

JAKE

Well bro I only see a cloud that is

like a giant floating island.

BRUCE

That’s why it is a floating island

in the sky.

Suddenly another floating island appear out from behind the

clouds from the sky right next to the other one.

MARTIN

Look another floating island.

PAUL

We better take to the Professors

about this.

CUT TO

INT. S.P.D’S PENT HOUSE LABORATORY MOMENTS LATER

TECHNO LABORATORY MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.In the pent house

laboratory the Professors are looking out from the window

seeing more floating islands come in the Eucalypcity sky

line.

PROFESSOR RYAN REXES

We can see the islands too.

PROFESSOR MARVIN POPPER

And by the looks of it there are

famous building and statues on the

islands.

PROFESSOR SUSAN SMITH

Yes like the Effie Tower, the the

great pyramids and the Sydney Oprah

House.

MARTIN

By the looks of the islands it’ll

take a lot of gravitational power

to life the islands up in the air.

PAUL

I know while we saw the islands in

the sky I can hear someone’s heart

beat.

(CONTINUED)
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PROFESSOR LUCY POPPER

Do you know anyone who has control

over gravity?

BRUCE

Totally Zero G’s the master raper

of gravity.

FLUFFY

He have those flying islands

written all over them.

PAUL

But we have to know why he made

those floating islands.

The Koalas exits the laboratory.

FADE TO

EXT. SKIES OVER EUCALYPCITY MOMENTS LATER

In the skies of Eucalypcity the Flying Koala upwards towards

the floating islands.

CUT TO

INT. THE FLYING KOALA COAT PIT DAYTIME MOVING.

The Koalas are all inside of the Flying Koala with Bruce at

the wheel. All of a sudden the Flying Koala starts to SHAKE.

PAUL

Steady Big Bruce.

BRUCE

I am.

Suddenly the Flying Koala start to ROCK back and forth.

FLUFFY

OK that’s not normal.

CUT TO
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EXT. SKIES OVER EUCALYPCITY

ACTION CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.The Flying Koala is

started to be hit by flying rocks causing dents to appear on

the Flying Koala.

Bruce steers the Flying Koala to dodge the incoming rocks.

CLOSE UP: THE FLYING KOALA FRONT WINDOW

BRUCE

Great now Zero G’s knows that we

are coming.

PAUL

Zero G’s knows that we are coming

he might be watching us.

BRUCE

Now villains we know are spying on

us oh come on.

PAUL

If we want to get up their we need

to take a vase of action fire the

lasers.

Bruce FIRES LASERS out of the Flying Koala hitting the

incoming rocks causing them to EXPLODE.

Suddenly falling cars come down right above the Flying

Koala. 1 of the falling cars hit the right wing of the

Flying Koala causing the Flying Koala to sping a barrel roll

and then fall to the ground.

Bruce return control over the Flying Koala and the turbo

boost of the Flying Koala BLAST towards the floating

islands. LASER FIRE from the Flying Koalas hits the falling

cars causing the cars to EXPLODE.

All of a sudden some of the buildings from the ground FLOAT

up in the air. The Flying Koala dodge the in coming floating

buildings.

CLOSE UP THE FLYING KOALA FRONT WINDOW.

BRUCE

Great now Zero G’s is using the

buildings from the ground to

destroy us.

(CONTINUED)
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PAUL

Don’t hit the buildings there might

be some people still inside.

MARTIN

Guys according to my calculations

by this rate we won’t make it to

the floating islands in time.

JAKE

I saw abandon ship dude.

FLUFFY

You mean plane, we’re on a plane

not a ship.

JAKE

Whatever sis this is totally waked.

The Flying Koala dodge the incoming floating buildings and

JETS towards the floating islands.

CLOSE UP: THE FLYING KOALA FRONT WINDOW.

BRUCE

Alright Zero G’s is that the best

you can do?

All of a sudden falling satellites starts to fall from the

sky right at the Flying Koala.

PAUL

(to Bruce)

You have to ask.

BRUCE

Well Yeah I don’t know can do that

pull satellites down from the sky.

MARTIN

While he on the run from escaping

from prison his powers started to

develop becoming more powerful.

JAKE

Either that or he’s showing off.

FLUFFY

I go with number 2 he is totally

showing off.

(CONTINUED)
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The Flying Koala FIRES LASERS right at the falling

satellites hitting them causing the satellites to EXPLODE.

Suddenly more falling satellites come down from the sky. The

Flying Koalas keeps FIRING LASERS right at the falling

satellites.

Suddenly the satellites stops falling.

BRUCE

Is that it?

All of a sudden the Flying Koala is SHAKING out of control.

PAUL

Big Bruce I through you have

control over the Flying Koala?

BRUCE

I am taking control of it Powerful

Paul.

MARTIN

Apparently Zero G’s now has control

over the Flying Koala.

The Flying Koala than got RIPPED in half and the 2 halves

fall to the ground leaving the Koalas floating in the air.

The Koalas then being lifts towards 1 of the floating

islands.

CUT TO

EXT. ZERO G’S FLOATING ISLAND DAY TIME.

EVIL RAP MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.The Koalas lands on Zero

G’s floating Island, causing them to fall out of the 1 half

of the flying koala and SKID to the ground.

Zero G’s FLOATS down towards the Koalas.

ZERO G’S

You Koalas and always musing up my

fun, and now it’s time to return

the favor.

END OF ACT ONE

FADE TO BLACK

ACT TWO

FADE IN

(CONTINUED)
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EVIL RAP MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. The Koalas go into their

fighting stances

PAUL

Hello Zero G’s how has it been.

BRUCE

Oh yeah you throw you in jail and

now we’re going to do it again.

MARTIN

Zero G’s you did this?

ZERO G’S

(rapping)

Of Course I did all of this, I just

want to see all of the cool stuff

in the world, the Statue of

liberty, the Tajma Hall that’s

right I want to see it all.

FLUFFY

So you used your powers to get all

of the great wonders of the world

in one place so how do you do that?

ZERO G’S

(rapping)

Simple really I have to get enough

power for my goal, with my new

strength I get to think of an

object or place and it is brought

to me.

MARTIN

So I get it you think of a place or

object and your powers do the rest?

ZERO G’S

Yes you got it.

JAKE

That’s so cool man we totally got

to get this power.

BRUCE

Not helping Jakey.

PAUL

You won’t get away with this Zero

G’s.

(CONTINUED)
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ZERO G’S

We’ll see about that.

Zero G’s uses his powers to make duck tape FLOAT into the

air. The duck tape FLOATS around the Koalas and wraps them

in the duck tape.

The Koalas struggle to break out of the duct tape. Zero G’s

then FLOATS up into the air .

CUT TO

INT. CRIME FIGHTING KARATE KOALA BEARS’ TREEHOUSE KITCHEN

In the kitchen Rose is PORING a cup of tea. Lila X then sits

at the table.

LILA X

Man I am tired from cleaning.

ROSE MCSCOTT

Well I poored you a cup of tea for

you.

LILA X

Oh thank you Rose, oh and by the

way tell me how did you end up at

my grandfather’s karate school.

ROSE MCSCOTT

Hmmm, it’s a very sad at the start.

DISSOLVE TO

EXT. CRUISE SHIP UPPER DECK 41 YEARS AGO PACIFIC OCEAN NIGHT

TIME STORMING

SAD CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. 5 Year old Rose

McScott is holding on the bar of the cruise ship for dear

life.

ROSE MCSCOTT (V.O)

I was only 5 Years old clinging to

the cruise ship for dear life, when

suddenly i lose my grip and fall of

the boat.

5 year old Rose McScott loses her grip and fall off from the

cruise ship and into the ocean.

DISSOLVE TO
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EXT. JAPANESE FISHING BOAT PACIFIC OCEAN 41 YEARS AGO

DAYTIME

The crane on the fishing boat pulls a big net of fishes and

drops it on the deck. The Fishermen opens the net making all

of the fish to be spills all over the deck.

Suddenly 5 year old Rose McScott pops her head out from the

fish. The Fishermen were sup riced.

ROSE MCSCOTT (V.O)

Then I see that a fishing boat

rescued me from the water.

FADE TO

INT. JAPANESE HOSPITAL TOKYO DAYTIME 41 YEARS AGO

5 year old Rose McScott is on a hospital bed. A Japanese

Doctor put a tongue depressor on her tongue. The Japanese

doctor then throw the tongue depressor into the garbage can

and walks out of the room.

ROSE MCSCOTT (V.O)

I was in the hospital after my

rescued and that’s where you’re

grandfather came in.

Then suddenly 34 year old Sensei X comes into the room with

a big smile on his face.

ROSE MCSCOTT (V.O)

Your Grandfather took me in as my

guardian.

FADE TO

EXT.ROIYARA DAIYAMONDO KARATE AKADEMI COURTYARD DAYTIME

5 year old Rose McScott karate chops a steak of 6 wooden

boards in half. Sensei X is please and smiles at Rose.

ROSE MCSCOTT (V.O)

Your grandfather was pleased at my

martial arts skills he said that I

have a hidden talent that is

unlocked from inside of my body.

RETURN TO SCENE.

(CONTINUED)
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ROSE MCSCOTT

Your grandfather was a nice man,

before Shi Tig came in.

LILA X

Yes before he took over my

grandfather’s body he is not the

same person that I remembered.

ROSE MCSCOTT

Oh cheer up Lila I know we can

bring your old grandfather back to

his normal self.

LILA X

Yeah right now I am with you guys.

Rose and Lila both raise their tea cups and toast each

other.

CUT TO

EXT. ZERO G’S FLOATING ISLAND DAY TIME.

The Koalas all struggle to break free from the duck tape.

Bruce tips forward causing him to raise the other koalas

into the air, causing him and the others to fall to the

ground.

PAUL

Man Zero G’s has us on the ropes

with this one.

JAKE

Don’t you mean tape.

PAUL

Yes Jakey tape.

FLUFFY

If only I could reach my Koala Cell

I could call for help.

BRUCE

But first we need to help ourselves

out of this jam.

PAUL

(to Martin)

Marty your laser glasses to cut us

free from the tape to stop Zero

G’s.

(CONTINUED)
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MARTIN

I am on it.

Martin FIRES a LASER BEAM out of his glasses causing it to

cut a line down the tape breaking the Koalas free.

PAUL

(smiles)

Good we’re free now we have to find

Zero G’s.

All of a sudden a giant floating island come right towards

the Koalas. The Koalas quickly activate the levitation

functions on their utility belts causing them to FLOAT into

the air.

The giant floating island CRASHES into the other one. The

Koalas see that the giant floating island has the great wall

of china on it.

BRUCE

Oh great he took the great wall of

china now.

MARTIN

With the power he holds now he

shall have the power lift up

countries or even continents.

Zero G’s FLOATS up right behind the giant floating island

with the great wall of china on it and floats over it.

ZERO G’S

Yo, yo yo what up Koalas how you

like my new island.

JAKE

(shouts)

Hey Zero G’s China called they want

their wall back.

ZERO G’S

Tell the Chinese that I’m keeping

it.

PAUL

Alright Zero G’s return the famous

land marks back to their proper

countries.

ZERO G’S

Oh no way dude I like them this

way.

(CONTINUED)
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PAUL

Fine you leave us with no chose,

Koalas Attack.

ACTION RAP MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. The Koalas all FLY right

at Zero G’s, but Zero G’s uses parts of the floating islands

and throw them right at the Koals, but the Koalas all do

karate chops right at the debris chopping them in half.

Bruce pulls out his kuwa, TWIRLS it and swings it right at

Zero G’s, but Zero G’s dodges the swing from the kuwa and

uses his GRAVITY POWERS to BREAK a street lamp from one of

the floating islands and use it as a weapon.

Bruce clashes with the street lamp with his kuwa. Zero G’s

raises the street lamp up in the air and swings it right at

Bruce, but Bruce blocks the attack with his kuwa and then

karate chops the street lamp in half. Zero G’s uses his

gravity powers to pull the kuwa out from Bruce’s hands.

Zero G’s used his gravity powers to throw the kuwa right at

Bruce. Bruce quickly grabs the kuwa in the air while Zero

G’s is controlling the kuwa. Zero G’s SHAKES the Kuwa while

Bruce is holding on to it shaking Bruce too.

BRUCE

(being shaked)

Ahhhhh, Pleeeease Sttoooop.

ZERO G’S

(smiles)

No way you’re my enemy I don’t need

to stop this.

Paul throws a flying jump kick right at Zero G’s hitting him

in the face causing him to stop shaking Bruce. Bruce’s eyes

starts to spin.

BRUCE

(feels dizzy)

Ahhh Thank you Powerful Paul.

Paul throws a punch right at Zero G’s hitting him, Zero G’s

used his GRAVITY POWERS to push Paul away from him causing

Paul to hit on a moving airplane. Paul gets off of the

airplane and FLIES right at Zero G’s. Zero G’s uses 2 cars

on a nearby floating island throws them right at Paul. Then

Fluffy come in and karate chopped the 2 cars in half.

PAUL

(smiles)

Wow thanks Furious Fluffy.

(CONTINUED)
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FLUFFY

We have to find away to stop Zero

G’s.

ZERO G’S

You know that I can here you guys.

Zero G’s uses his gravity powers to pull a floating island

with the Sydney Oprah house on it and throws it right at

Paul and Fluffy hitting them.

PAUL

(serious)

We defeated Zero G’s before and now

we have to do it again.

FLUFFY

(to Martin)

Marty do you have any ideas?

MARTIN

I can’t fight and think at the same

time.

Martin FIRES LASERS from his glasses right at Zero G’s

hitting him in the leg.

ZERO G’S

Hey that’s new.

MARTIN

I know and I even made an upgrade

to my brother’s skateboard.

Jake presses a button on his skateboard causing it to

TRANSFORM into a laser blaster and FIRES LASERS right at

Zero G’s. Zero G’s uses his gravity powers to redirect the

laser blast right at the Eiffel Tower hitting the tower.

JAKE

Hey you made me miss you. And you

made me hit the Eiffel tower

ZERO G’S

Of course I did.

Jake and Martin FLY right Zero G’s and FIRES LASERS right at

him, but Zero G’s uses his powers to reflect the laser blast

right back at Jake and Martin hitting them.

JAKE

Ouch that hurts man.

(CONTINUED)
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MARTIN

Zero G’s can now control the

gravity on plasma beams and laser

fire.

Bruce, Paul and Fluffy all tackles Zero G’s to a floating

island. Zero G’s uses his GRAVITY POWERS to push the Koalas

off from him and uses his GRAVITY POWERS to pull the Eiffel

Tower off from the floating island and swings it right at

Paul, Bruce and Fluffy hitting them.

BRUCE

Hey never use a famous landmark as

a weapon .

Zero G’s then pulls the Leaning Tower of Pisa and throws it

right at Martin and Jake, but they both dodge it as it falls

from the sky.

JAKE

(upset)

Oh no not the leaning tower of

pizza.

MARTIN

It’s pisa not pizza.

JAKE

I am pretty shore it’s pizza.

Suddenly Martin’s Koala Cell RING. Martin pulls out his

koala cell and put it up to his ear.

MARTIN

(into the phone)

Hello?

PROFESSOR VIOLET REXES (V.O)

(phone)

Martin we built an anti

gravitational laser that can

deactivate the anti gravitons on

the buildings and return them back

to their proper countries.

MARTIN

(into the phone)

OK good.

Martin turns off his koala cell and put it back into his

pocket.

(CONTINUED)
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JAKE

Was that the professors?

MARTIN

Yes it was Professor Violet said

that she and the others made a

laser that can negate the anti

gravitons and also being the famous

building back to where they came

from.

PAUL

Good and now we still have to take

down Zero G’s.

Zero G’s uses his GRAVITY POWERS to pull down a satellite

down from space and right at Martin, Jake and Paul. Paul

kicks right at the falling satellite causing it to be CRACK

in half. Paul fly right towards Zero G’s and pulls out his 3

section staff and twirls it around.Paul swings it right at

Zero G’s hitting him in the head causing his sunglasses to

BREAK and his hat to be knocked off causing it to fall to

the ground.

ZERO G’S

(mad)

Hey that’s my favorite hat and

sunglasses.

PAUL

Hmm, I didn’t know you have pink

eyes.

ZERO G’S

(mad)

Yes I do I was called pinky eyes

through out middle school.

Paul throws a punch right at Zero G’s, but Zero G’s uses his

gravity powers to push back Paul sending him flying right

into Fluffy bumping into her.

FLUFFY

(mad)

Watch it Powerful Paul.

Suddenly a PURPLE LASER BEAM comes out from the ground

hitting the Sydney Oprah House causing the Sydney Oprah

house to FLOAT back to Australia.

MARTIN

Prefect the beam is working.

(CONTINUED)
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The Purple Laser then his the great wall of china sending it

back to China, then hits the Eiffel Tower sending it back to

Paris, the great pyramids back to Egypt, the Tajma Hall back

to India and the Statue of Liberty back to New York.

ZERO G’S

(mad)

Oh come on you guys ruin

everything, I was going to make my

own place to call home.

PAUL

Well the only home you’re going

back to is the slammer.

ZERO G’S

This is rapper is not going down

with out a fight.

Zero G’s fly right towards the Koalas. Fluffy kicks right at

Zero G’s in the face. Martin then does a quintuple punch

right at Zero G’s in the chest. Bruce grabs Zero G’s right

arm and do a Sumi Otoshi judo throw throwing Zero G’s right

into a wing of a passing airplane causing Zero G’s to hit

the wing of the airplane.

Jake does a flying kick right at Zero G’s, but he uses his

GRAVITY POWERS to push Jake back right at Bruce. Martin,

Paul and Fluffy all throw sticky bombs right at Zero G’s,

but Zero G’s used his powers to push the sticky bombs right

at the Koalas, but the Koalas all dodge the sticky bombs.

FLUFFY

There is no way I am going to have

slime in my fur.

All of the Koalas FLY towards Zero G’s and they all do

flying kicks hitting him causing him to fall towards the

ground.

CLOSE UP: MARTIN’S KOALA CELL

Martin activates the anti zero gravity function on his Koala

Cell and FIRES a LASER it right at Zero G’s.

Zero G’s gets hit by the ANT ZERO GRAVITY BEAM.

CUT TO



21.

EXT. S.P.D’S PENTHOUSE ROOF TOP POOL SUNSET.

Zero G’s SPLASHES into the rooftop pool.

PROFESSOR RYAN REXES

(smiles

Looks like our anti gravity laser

worked nicely.

The Koalas all FLOATS down from the sky. Zero G’s gets out

of the pool and spits out water from his mouth.

ZERO G’S

(gives up)

OK you win I surrender.

FADE TO

INT.CRIME FIGHTING KARATE KOALA BEARS’ TREEHOUSE KITCHEN

EVENING

MELLOW GUITAR MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.In the kitchen the

Koalas, Rose and Lila X are all sitting at the table eating

a taco dinner.

ROSE MCSCOTT

So my Cuddly Koalas how was crime

fighting today?

PAUL

(smiles)

I was amazing mom, we stopped to

bad guys first was Shark Bite then

was Zero G’s.

MARTIN

We stopped Zero G’s from keeping

the wonders of the world for

himself.

FLUFFY

(smiles)

It was heard work but we did it.

LILA X

Well speaking of the wonders of the

world look what’s in the courtyard.

CUT TO



22.

EXT. CRIME FIGHTING KARATE KOALA BEARS’ COURTYARD EVENING

The Koalas, Rose and Lila X all come out into the courtyard

to see the Leaning Tower of Pisa was in the courtyard.

JAKE

(smiles)

Hey it’s the leaning tower of

Pizza.

BRUCE

It’s Pisa you idiot.

JAKE

No it’s not and I am going to prove

to you that it’s made out of pizza.

Jake takes a bit out from the Leaning Tower of Pisa causing

his teeth to BREAK.

JAKE

(in pain)

AHHHH, it’s not made out of pizza

it’s made out of some concrete.

Everyone else laugh.

FADE TO BLACK


